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All-Electronic Suppression of Mode Hopping Noise in Diode Lasers

L. Bager

Abstract—We present a simple all-electronic stabilization scheme for suppression of external cavity mode hopping noise in diode lasers. This excess noise is generated when the laser is subjected to optical feedback and may degrade the overall performance of optical systems including sensors. Suppression of the noise has been demonstrated to improve the sensitivity of a coherent sensor by more than 23 dB.

INTRODUCTION

For many optical sensor configurations a single-mode laser source has an advantage over multimode and incoherent light sources with respect to coherence length and intrinsic noise properties. Single-mode operation can be ensured by DFB lasers with optical isolators. However, these components are still very expensive and therefore not yet applicable to for example high volume, low cost fiber optic sensors.

An electronic stabilization scheme which can ensure single-mode operation of CD-type laser diodes is investigated in this letter. An electronic stabilization scheme has the advantage of being potentially inexpensive. Especially the ability of the stabilization scheme to compensate for the influence of optical feedback is investigated.

Optical feedback (OFB) has been treated extensively in the literature [1], [2]. The OFB has a significant effect on laser intensity and frequency noise. One reason for the interest in OFB has been to adopt the feedback as a linewidth narrowing effect compared to the linewidth of the solitary single mode laser. Recently diode lasers with an on-chip external cavity generating the OFB have reached a commercial stage (Sharp LT080).

For many sensor applications, however, unwanted OFB effects such as an increased intensity noise level may degrade the overall performance of the sensor.

Optical [3] and electronic [4] noise reduction schemes have been proposed to improve the performance of the sensor. A nonoptical control loop to eliminate the external cavity mode hopping has been reported [4]. The scheme utilizes a fixed noise level as the regulating reference. The reference, however, has to be above the minimum noise level of the laser.

Here we present a simple all electronic stabilization scheme that forces the laser to operate at the noise minimum. The scheme is designed for suppression of the mode hopping noise in sensor configurations.

In the next section we briefly summarize the important parameters which characterize the optical feedback. Next the electronic stabilizing principle is described in detail followed by experiments and discussion.

BACKGROUND

When a semiconductor laser is exposed to optical feedback, a compound cavity is formed. The compound cavity may consist of several reflecting surfaces for example the reference and the object in a Michelson interferometer. Here we concentrate on the case with only one reflection. An important parameter to describe the influence of OFB is the feedback coefficient \( \kappa \) given by [5]

\[
\kappa = \frac{1}{\tau_d} \frac{1 - R}{\sqrt{R}} \sqrt{f_{\text{ext}}}
\]

where \( \tau_d \) is the roundtrip time in the laser cavity and \( R \) is the power reflectivity of the laser facets. \( f_{\text{ext}} \) is the feedback ratio between the reflected power to the laser cavity and the emitted power.

The phase condition in the case of small external reflections, i.e., \( f_{\text{ext}} \ll R \), is dependent on the feedback coefficient \( \kappa \) [5]:

\[
\omega_0 \tau - \omega \tau = C \sin (\omega \tau + \text{Arctan} \alpha)
\]

\[
C = \kappa \sqrt{1 + \alpha^2}
\]

\( \omega_0 \) is the feedback parameter, \( \omega \) the solitary laser angular velocity, \( \tau \) the roundtrip time in the external cavity, and \( \alpha \) the linewidth enhancement factor [6].

For low levels of feedback \( C \ll 1 \) there is only one stable solution to (2a). Therefore the laser wavelength can be tuned continuously with the feedback phase \( \omega_0 \tau \). However, when \( C \) exceeds unity there are two stable solutions for certain values of the phase \( \omega_0 \tau \) [7]. Experimentally, the phase limit (\( C = 1 \)) is identified as the onset of a splitting of the oscillating mode when the two stable solutions are present [1]. When the feedback phase \( \omega_0 \tau \) is changed, the laser may perform mode hopping between two stable solutions at a switching time \( \Delta \tau \) depending on the feedback level and the phase [2]. An analytical treatment of the solution to (2) is given in [7].

The mode hopping (MH) which occurs when \( C \) exceeds unity is between two stable solutions with a slightly different excess gain [2]. This gain difference accounts for a small difference in the intensity of the two modes and thereby the MH generates intensity noise. This excess noise is used as input to the stabilizing circuit.

STABILIZATION PRINCIPLE

The all electronic stabilization principle utilizes a low amplitude, low frequency modulation of the laser. The modulation results in a wavelength swing which is used to predict the mode hopping situations. Phase sensitive detection of the
noise level with the modulating waveform as a reference provides a feedback signal for stabilization. The realized circuit is shown in Fig. 1.

The intensity noise is measured with the built-in monitor diode in the laser package. The rms level in a 30 kHz bandwidth at a centre frequency of approximately 1 MHz is the error signal that is compared to the ac bias waveform in a lock-in-amplifier (LIA). The output of the LIA is then fed back to the laser through an integrating regulator. The wavelength swing due to the ac signal has to be small compared to the external cavity mode spacing not to produce two mode transitions in one modulation period.

The FM bias of the laser predicts the MH events by modulating the OFB phase. An example of a bias waveform together with the monitor signal is shown in Fig. 2. An increased noise level in the positive half periods of the bias waveform is observed. The noise level increases when the OFB phase is driving the laser towards a MH event. Thereby it is possible to predict the MH events. The stabilizing scheme can prevent the laser from performing MH in large ranges of operating currents and temperatures as well as OFB levels. The phase difference between the laser drive current and the monitor signal is due to an integrated power control circuit used for this measurement only.

**Experiment**

A Fabry-Perot laser operating at 782 nm wavelength is subject to optical feedback from a plane mirror forming a 27 cm long external cavity. The OFB level is controlled by a neutral density filter. The wavelength is monitored on a Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) and a monochromator, respectively. The wavelength is monitored on a Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) and a monochromator, respectively.

**Results**

For the laser used in our experiments, the frequency drift with temperature is 9 GHz/°C. The external cavity mode spacing is 0.56 GHz so the temperature perturbation generates about 12 mode transitions in each period of 100 s. In other words, two consecutive mode transitions can be distinguished clearly. The phase condition limit (C = 1) was tilted by adjusting the neutral density filter in order to determine the coupling efficiency of the optical feedback. Using \( \alpha = 6, \tau_d = 8 \text{ ps} \) and \( R = 0.32 \) in (1) and (2), the calibration of the OFB level can be performed. The phase condition limit could be identified using the Fabry-Perot analyzer to show the onset of the splitting of the single mode (C < 1) into two stable modes (C > 1) for certain values of the feedback phase. This limit occurred at a feedback level of \(-70.5 \text{ dB} \), comparing well to results obtained for a DFB laser [1].

When used for the temperature perturbed laser source shown in Fig. 3, the stabilization circuit shown in Fig. 1 suppresses the induced MH and thereby leads to a considerable noise reduction. An example of the wavelength drift as well as the intensity noise reduction is shown in Fig. 4. The stabilization scheme turns the frequency drift with temperature into a frequency jitter with a deviation of less than 65 MHz. The intensity noise reduction in Fig. 4(c) is more than 25 dB when the temperature is changed. The two measurements are performed under similar conditions but with and
The integrating regulator tends to run full as the disturbing signal without the stabilizing circuit switched on, respectively. An is increased. Our regulation is able to stabilize the MH noise reduction will, however, increase the frequency jitter. As a compromise our results are obtained with an error signal gain of 92 dB, including the LIA gain.

Stabilizing the laser in an amplitude based sensor will improve the error signal of cause can increase this range. The gain noise reduction is seen to be 23.9 dB at 280 Hz compared to the MH generated noise floor. The frequency component at 1 kHz seen in Fig. 5(b) is the ac bias signal. The noise reduction is directly related to an improved sensitivity of the sensor. If further noise reduction is needed, quite complex optical stabilization schemes has to be adopted [3]. Using the principles of [3] a 20–25 dB improvement can be obtained but at a price of a considerable complexity and a bulky setup including two separate interferometers in two stabilizing feedback loops.

**CONCLUSION**

A simple stabilization scheme for suppression of external cavity mode hopping noise in practical sensor applications was presented. Temperature perturbations, together with optical feedback to the laser cavity, will often degrade the performance of the sensor. To prevent this degradation an all electronic feedback scheme to stabilize the diode laser in a coherent sensor has been demonstrated. The external MH noise has been suppressed over a wide range of operating currents and optical feedback levels. The stabilizing circuit has been demonstrated to improve the sensitivity of an interferometric sensor by more than 23 dB.
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